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mad. in the air when it springs from branch
to branch. These lizards feed almost ex-
clusively on insects.
Dragons, in mythology, were fierce, winged
beasts like huge lizards, breathing fire and
preying on human beings.
DEAGON FLY, a family of beautiful in-
sects, with large, gauzelike wings, that give
it powerful and rapid flight. The dragon
fly lays its eggs in the water, where the lar-
 roundings are made sanitary by drainage.
Successful drainage in a great measure de-
pends on a proper knowledge of the situa-
tion and the porosity and character of the
various strata of the soil. Some strata al-
low water to pass through them, while others
force it to run or filtrate along their sur-
faces till it reaches a lower level. In gen-
eral, where the grounds are in a great meas-
ure fiat and the soils retain the excess of
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COMMON FORM OF BANK DRAFT
vae and pupae live on aquatic insects. The
larval stage lasts for a year. The pupae are
always hungry. They propel themselves
through the water by drawing it into their
bodies and throwing it out again. In the
United States the dragon fly is known as
the devil's darning needle, and is the sub-
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DRAGON FLY
ject of some childish superstitions, but the
dragon flies are harmless insects, and not
even the butterflies are more beautiful and
graceful.
DRAINAGE, a method of withdrawing
the water from the soil by means of chan-
nels, which are generally covered. Wet lands
are made more productive, swamps and
marshes are reclaimed and tmhealthful sur-
 raoisture, they require artificial drainage to
render them capable of yielding good crops.
The wetness of land, which makes it in-
ferior for agricultural purposes, may ap-
pear not only as surface water, but as water
which flows through the lower strata, and in
consequence both surface-draining and
under-draining are at times necessary.
Open ditches carry off the surface water,
but they also carry off much of the best soil,
so they are not generally used where other
methods are available. Stone or tile drains
lying four or five feet below the surface are
the best medium for agricultural lands.
Stone drains are either formed on the plan
of open culverts of various forms, or of
small stones in sufficient quantity to per-
mit a free and speedy filtration of the water
through them. The box drain, for instance,
is formed of flat stones neatly arranged in
the bottom of the trench, the whole forming
an open tube. In tile drains, tiles or pipes
of burnt clay form the conduits- They pos-
sess all the qualities which are required in
the formation^ of drains affording a free in-
gress to water, while they effectually ex-
clude vermin, earth and other injurious sub-
stances.

